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HAVE YOU A HOBBY?
AVE you a
A hobby- a hobby- you simply must
hobbies. One of them
ride!
hobby? And if
is writing verse (ad'Tis good for what ails you- all joking
not, WHY not?
mittedly abominab.Je
aside.
Too busy? That is all
verse, but a safe outFor always dread moments are bound
the more reason why
let of expressionto comeyou should take time,
and rarely imposed
Each day to most, less often to somenow and then, for
upon friends); another
When Monotony p alls and nothing appeals;
play- and developing
is the hoarding of picLife becomes dreary ... you know how
a hobby is one of the
tures, especially highit feels.
most effective and ably colored ones, culled
'Tis then it is blessed to leave all behind;
sorbing diversions imfrom the current magTo take a long trip, though it be in your
aginable.
azines
and other
mind:
There are no rules
'Just bring out your Hobby, Reality
sources and put away
hide- ·
or limits as to what
for future use- which
And on your pet steed freely let Fancy
constitutes a hobby.
futqre use is a hobby
ride!
Your inclinations or
in itself, i.e., the plasdesires alone count in
tering of all available
the choice of this universal recreation. The
or adaptable surfaces with said pictures, in
variety is infinite. Collecting, of course, is
the name of "art." However, the victims
involved in the indulgence of this parthe first thing that comes to mind when
ticular hobby are usually quite forbearing.
one speaks of "hobbies." But not many
A lately acquired hobby is one which
people can enthuse over the collection of
stamps, furniture, etc.-or, incidentally, .
might advantageously be adopted by
young women with aspirations toward the
afford .some of these hobbies.
realization of their "dream home." It is
A hobby need not be limited t~ "accumulating." There is reading, for inthe collecting of pictures, photographs,
stance- perhaps the most popular of
etc. illustrating ideas, new or attractive,
hobbies. Some people make hobbies of
with reference to furnishing a home; and
their sports . But there are times when
the arranging of such ideas in a scrap
book.
even these are apt to become monotonous;
So have a hobby- have several- that
when one's mood requires something
"different."
each dull moment may become one of
The writer has several "emergency"
fullest enjoyment.
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FEW months ago we stood on one
A
of the many bridges th a t span the
historic Genesee. Before us hung the falls
beneath the New York Central tracks,
frozen in th e grip of winter. Across th e
tracks, its brilliant message shi ning
against th e sky, an electric sign proclaimed, "We Serve the Eyes of the
World- Bausch & Lomb."
In the opposite d irection the enormous
B & L plant that has made such service
possible _stretc hed, panorama-like, before
our eyes.
Down on the very banks of the Genesee, with the main factor y buildings
towering far above it, we could see the
B & L Glass Pl ant, an enormous institution in itself, with hundreds of workmen
and technicians.
The sign on one hand seemed a promise.
On .th e other hand was its fulfillment, in
the acres of floor space, the thousands of
empl<;>yees, and our seventy-five years of
expenence.
Probably B & L put the "see" in
Genesee and we all may feel justly proud
to be a part of this great orga nization that
has promoted vis ion and better vision
everywhere that op tical instruments are
used in the world today.
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Bausch & Lomb Keratometer
Contributed by FRED H. PERRIN, Scientific Bureau

O

NE of the most
observed by the doctor,
This article is one of a series
common and at
who sits at the extreme
intended to acquaint employees
the same time the
right looking through
with technical instruments of
most annoying defects of
the eyepiece.
our manufacture.
the eye is what is known
The optical system
as astigmatism. A
produces in the eyeperson with astigpiece three similar
matic eyes viewing
images of the tara set of lines radiget (see Figure 2).
ating from a point
The upper and leftlike the spokes of a
hand images can be
wheel will see cermoved toward or
tain of the lines
away from the censharp and the rest
tral image with the
blurred. Obviously
knobsinfrontofthe
such a person will
eyepiece. Astigmanot see ordinary obtism of the cornea
jects sharply and will
results in distortion
become tired if he
of the images, so
tries to read much.
that the amount of
Astigmatism is
astigmatism can be
caused by a slight
determined by meaFigure I
irregularity in the
suring the length and
Bausch & Lomb K eratometer.
shape of either the
width of the images.
cornea or the lens or both. The lens is
The amount that the knobs must be
located immediately behind the pupil.
turned to bring the flags of the upper
The cornea is the outer transparent coat
and left-hand images in line with those of
the central image is thus a measure of the
covering the lens and iris . The purpose
of our keratometer is . to measure the
astigmatism .
irregularity in the shape of the c<;>rnea,
First the whole optical system is rotated with the knob surrounding the eyewhich is usually responsible for most of
piece until the flagstaffs are in line as
the astigmatism of an eye.
The keratometer (see Figure I) has a
shown in Figure 2 . The axis of astigma. tism, or direction of least curvature of the
lamphouse in the bottom of which is a lamp
cornea, is read on the large scale near the
that sends light to a target at one end
bearing. Then the knob on the
(the left as shown) by means
near side is rotated until the
of a mirror within. This target
flags on the staffs are in line,
consists of a glass disk on
and finally the knob on the far
which a certain design is
side is rotated until the adjaengraved. Light from the
cent flags on the central and
target is reflected back into
upper images are in line. The
the instrument by the cornea
difference between the readof the patient, who is seated
ings of the drums on the two
with his head against the frame
knobs is the astigmatism of
at the extreme left. The rethe cornea.
flected image of the target is
Figure 2
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Standard Bearer \Vins Essay Contest

E

VERY Decoration Day,theStandard
Bearers of the schools of Rochester
are invited to the Bausch & Lomb
plant to see the manufacturing processes
carried on here.
Standard Bearers are asked to write
essays on the operations they have observed. Three subjects are proposed: "Quality
Production in a Modern Optical Plant,"
"The Making of Spectacle Frames,"
and "The Making of an Eye Glass Lens."
The papers submitted are examined and
rated in two ways, the accuracy of observation and understanding of processes,
and the presentation, including appearance, accuracy of statement and arrangement of fact.
The winner of the essay contest on
"The Making of an Eye Glass Lens" this
year is William Peer, Standard Bearer of
the Class of January from No. 3 School.
His essay was as follows:
THE

MAKING

OF

AN

EYEGLASS

LENS

Today Bausch & Lomb Optical Company has the largest lens industry in the
world . The glass for the lenses is made at
their factory. It is poured onto an iron
table and rolled into sheets with a roller.
The sheets are then inspected for bubbles,
scratches, strain and other defects in the
glass. The sheets are then cut into differ-

ent weights which should not vary more
than a half a gram . T he pieces of glass are
t hen heated to a melting point and pressed
iq.to different curves by compressed air.
After every step in the making of the
lenses they are inspected. The next step
is blocking. The pressings are heated on
a steam table and then placed on a pitch
block made of pitch and rosin. The hot
lenses heat the pitch block and stick to the
pitch. After they are cool they are ground
to different curves with the use of emery
imported from Africa. The lenses are
then ground to a finer grade. The block
is then passed to the polisher who places
it on his machine. A curved tool covered
with felt is used to apply the red rouge
and water. The rouge is imported from
Canada. About two hundred thousand
lbs. of this are used in a year. The lenses
are removed from the block by cooling
them with ice water. Then they are sent
to the wash room. The pitch and rouge
are removed with the aid of chemicals.
The same things are done to the second
side only the thickness and focus are
fixed. Then they are placed in envelopes
stamped with the different type. After
all the operations are fini shed the lenses
are taken out of the envelopes and inspected for the last time. Then they are
packed and placed in the stock room.

B ase ball R esults
May 3I Bausch & Lomb
June 7 Bausch & Lomb
June I4 Bausch & Lomb

4 Hawk-Eye
I
Schlegel
9 Cochrane-Ely

8

Du ring th e Vacation
Period

2

o

TEAM STAN DINGS
JUNE 2I

Hawk Eye........ . . . .. .. ...
Michaels Stern . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Schlegel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Kodak Park . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Bausch & Lomb . . . . . . . . . . . . .
W . B. Coon .......... . .. . . ..
<::am era Works. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cochrane Bly ... . .. . ........

w
3
2

L
0
0

3
2

I

I

2

I

2

o
o

3
3

Pet.

Cigar Store open as usual.

1 .000

Garage open as usual.

1.000

·750
.667

Hospital open as usual

·3.33
·3.13

Eye Cli nic will be closed.

.000
.000
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The Penalty of Leadership
In every field of human endeavor, he
that is first must perpetually live in the
white light of publicity. Whether the
leadership be vested in a man or in a
manufactured product, emulation and
envy are ever at work. In art, in literature, in music, in industry, the reward and
the punishment are always the same. The
reward is widespread recognition; the
punishment, fierce denial and detraction.
When a man's work becomes a standard
for . the whole world, it also becomes a
target for the shafts of the envious few.
If his work be merely mediocre, he will be
left severely alone- if he achieves a
masterpiece, it will set a million tongues
a-wagging. Jealousy does not protrude
its forked tongue at the artist who produces a commonplace painting.
Whatsoever you write, or paint, or play,
or sing, or build, no one will strive to surpass or to slander you, unless your work
be stamped with the seal of genius. Long,
long after a great work or a good work has
been done, those who· are disappoin~ed or
envious continue to cry out that it cannot
be done. Spiteful little voices in the domain of art were raised against om own
Whistler as a mountebank, long after the
big world had acclaimed him its greater ar6~tic .. geniqs.
Multi tudes flocked to

Bayreuth to worship at the musical shrine
of Wagner, while the little group of those
whom he had dethroned and displaced
argued angrily that he was no musician
at all. The little world continued to protest that Fulton could never build a
steamboat, while the big world flocked to
the river bank to see his boat steam by.
The leader is assailed because he is a
leader, and the effort to equal him is
merely added proof of that leadership.
Failing to equal or to excel, the follower
seeks to depreciate and to destroy- but
only confirms once more the superiority
of that which he strives to supplant. There
is nothing new in this. It is as old as the
world and as old as the human passionsenvy, fear, greed, ambition, and the desire to surpass. And it all avails nothing.
If the leader truly leads, he remains- the
leader. Master-poet, master-painter, master-workman, each in his turn is assailed
and each holds his laurels through the
ages. That which is good or great makes
itself known, no matter how loud the
clamor of denial. That which deserves to
live- lives.
R eprinted th1·ough the courtesy of the Cadilac M otor Car Co.

The Promise Made .Must
be Kept
In the dead of a July night in I 87o,
word was brought to Von Moltke that
France had cfeclared War upon Germ any.
He was asleep. His single comment upon
being awakened was, "You will find the
plan of campaign in the third drawer of
my desk. " Then he continued to sleep.
Von Moltke's plan called for the complete mobilization of the German army
in I 8 days. France's plan contemplated
19 days, but actually required 2I days.
Von Moltke, however, met his schedule;
and on the I8th day he fought and won
the bloodiest battle of the War. A month
later the French Army surrendered to
him at Sedan, conquered by a man whG
knew how to get things done on time.
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to another; carrying the merchants, the
salesmen, and men and women in all
walks of life. They, also, carry the mail,
t}:le express, newspapers, and other ~om,.
modities requiring fast transportatiorl,.for
the railroads are the arteries of our commercial system. They, too, in this era
of punctuality are on schedule and are
"keeping their promises."
In thisperiod of hand-to-mouth bu yi ng,
the railroads have established a wonderful on-time system. Even the humble
coal train with its long string of so-ton
hopper cars moves on schedule to the
minute from one terminal to another.
Because it is a common, everyday detail,
we are prone to overlook this really
marvelous oh-time system.
Here in our industry we are trying "to
keep promises" and get the product out
"on time" by having the people in our
warehouses, shipping rooms, stockrooms
and final inspection, remain after regular
quitting time so that they may ship to the
customer all orders marked "Today."
There is no question but that all of us can
do our share and make every minute
count so that we may make this motto
a reality.
Competition in this day and age is very
keen and unless all of us put our shoulders
to the wheel we will not be doing our job
properly. If, when making promises we
will keep that little motto ever before us,
there is very little doubt that any promise
will have to be remade.

Getting things done, and getting them
done on time, is as important in business
as in war. The successful man or the
successful business is one which operates
strictly according to schedule. In this
era of punctuality which in the true sense
is "the keeping of a promise," very few
t hings are excluded. The fruit, butter
and cream on your table must be transported promptly that it may be on time
for your breakfast. And so on, during the
entire day, that little matter of schedule,
"being on time," "the keeping of a promise," regulates your waking hours.
We might consider the building of a
skyscraper office building and consider it
in the course of construction, its network
of steel girders, ringing with riveting
hammers. The contract calls for the
building to be completed by a given date
which means that the host of industries
contributing their products towards the
completion of this building must keep
their promises and make deliveries on
time so that the doors of this building may
be opened to the public on the scheduled
date.
Another example of "keeping one's
promise" and "being on time" is seen in
the fine railroad systems. The freight trains
carry the traffic of the nation from its
origin to its destination on a schedule,
and are meeting promises as they pass
from one mile to the other. Over the
same lin e ru sh the faster passenger trains
carrying the skilled laborer from one job

who IJCVCI do.dll!J .lllOIC I!Jc111 tlJe;·get paid
lor, .uever $C!p(1Jd for aoq .lllOIC tiJc111 i!Jefj dol
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$435.00 Paid to Suggestors in Three Months

.
H

AS your name appeared in the suggestion award notices? If it hasn't
then you have lost a mighty good
opportunity to make some extra money.
"Observe," "Think" and "Suggest" are
the three major factors involved, and
when one analyzes the meaning of these
three, the reason for some names not appearing can be attributed to the absence
of one of these three factors.
Many are finding it easy to combine the
three factors. Promotion- remuneration
and the satisfaction of knowing that what
you suggested was constructive and put
in work, are the results.
From the first of April until and including June I 2 , the following a wards
have been paid on approved suggestions:
LF
$66.oo
Warren Rogers (4)
Lyle Searls
MC
30.00
Henry Weniger
TC
IO.oo
Walter Wittman
LG
9.00
Melvin Kline (2)
IT
S.oo
H. Theobald
MK
7 .oo
Anna Billings
XF
7 .oo
A. Lindquist
SB
6.oo
Chet Forest
TG
6.oo
RN-3
5.oo
Leslie Perkins (2)
Sophie Shafran
Chicago Office
5.oo
George Lomb
TA
5.oo
Edward Hoch
RN-3
5.00
E. Y ouland ( 2)
IE-9
5.oo
Marion Dauphinee
IE-6
5.oo
Sydney Shears
SG
5.oo
Edward Santee
XG
5.00
Walter Andrews (2)
UG
3.00
Kathryn Sanzel
IE-5
3.00
Johnson Murray
JS-I
3.00
Elsie Greening
IE-3
3.00
Bertram Gosnell
JS-I
3.00
Julian Spryusky
MR
2.00
Harold Swarthout (2)
IG-2
28.00
Frank Hastings
· MI
25.00
Sylvia Funderburg (2)
IK
26.00
Harry Speary (4)
QA
26.oo
Louis Weaver
XH
2 5.oo

H. Leavenworth
IE-5
2o.oo
PD
2o.oo
William Schuth
IE-4
15.00
Alfred Youngman
Paul Kruger (2)
MR
I 1.00
· Leo Pfeiffer
LB
IO.oo
Philip Hoyt
JS-I
IO.oo
Einar Young
IT
2.00
S. Cieslinski
SG
2.00
George Wenner
JE
2.00
Stanley Glogowski
RC
2.00
William Woerner
LF
2.00
Fred Eich
RL ·
I .oo
Joseph Monje
EB
1.00
Dorothy Campbell
KB-I
I.oo
A new Suggestion Manual has been ·
edited which differs from the old one, in
that two changes have been made.
Under "How to Make Suggestions"
the following clause has been added:
"Suggestions that have been rejected
shall become void two years after date of
rejection. If at the end of this two year
period the suggestor believes that his
suggestion is still workable, he may keep
it active by re-submitting it."
Under the heading "Who May Make
Suggestions," "Stock Holders are now allowed to participate in awards because
many of our employees now own stock
in the company and this fact should not
interfere with paying them an award
where a successful suggestion has been
submitted."
SPECIAL VA CATION · AWARDS .
ANNOUNCED
We take pleasure in announcing the
winners of the Suggestion Contest special
awards that were offered last November.
The winners are: Dorothy Braun, LF
Department, one week with pay; James
F. Kiggins, SC Department, five days;
Paul Kruger, MR Department, four days;
Vernon L. Parks, RN Department, three
days; Leslie Perkins, RN-3, two days.

·:( 8 Jl:··
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ALI_., AROUND THE PLANT
EB Department

We are sorry to report
Norrine Fromm ill from an
appendi x operation and sincerely hope that she will
soon be back with us.

Roberta De Paul, Reporter

Miss Lucy Crawford rode
ir: th e Culver Road Armorv
Horse Show, June 8-and
won first, second and fourth
places in jumping.
XM Department
Mrs. Mildred Althen has
Walter Stansfield, Reporter
left the department and J oe
McCall, our blond errand
A Surprise Shower Party
boy is running a parking
was given in honor of Miss
station at Erie Beach.
Katherine Smith on ManGeorge Wittman was the
day evening June J, by her
first to take his vacation.
friends of XM Department.
Here's hoping he returns
Katherine received many
feeling full of vim and vigor.
useful presents. RefreshWe have a new errand
ments were served and all
boy, Leo, who seems popular
left happy, showering conwith the girls in this de- Lucy Crawjcrd rj EB Department going our the gratulations on Katherine
partment.
jump to win at the recent Horse Sho w.
and Ed .
Olive Voight entertained the employees of XM
We also have a new girl- Florence Durnherrhope she likes us all as we know we shall like her.
Department at her home at 412 Hawley Street,
June, the month of weddings, and no one took
June 6. Music and games were enjoyed during the
the fatal leap. Cheer up, later on perhaps we may
evening. A splendid luncheon was served in the
have some blushing brides. We have hopes of
dining room which was decorated with peonies
three, and another usually arrives in the morning
and spyri a.
The Volstead Act was left intact,
looking like late hours-and only a man can account for that.
Although late home they went
Mrs.
Blanche
It was disapBeckler, a former
pointment
member of our detho,
partment, enterBut everytained some of her
body seemed
old friends. Did we
content.
have a nice time?
Bernie's mental
Well, ratherdisorder got quite
Golf
fanatics,
a set back. We
hope you come out
tennis
devotees,
and baseball fans,
all right Bernie.
are galore in this
It's a frightful
office. Our boss,
disease.
Walter Stansfield.
Ant hony is in
Mr. J. Vogel, has a
the market for a Marquette. Nuff said. No disfine coat of tan,
Roberta De Paul
and his form on the
order, it's goi ng to be a brand new one.
tee is improving. The unknown spectator can
E thel l ost~ lb. ! Celebrations!
vouch for this.

IL Department

EVERY LITTLE BIT HELPS

Belly Vandu, Rtporter

Although very little is ever heard from IL Department, we are here to announce that Julia
Garland is to be married June 25. Here's wishing
you good luck and happiness in you r matrimonial
voyage.

··:( 9 ):··

Abie- "Vot is the idea of raising the
prices of gasoline all the time?"
Garage Man-"What do you care?
You haven't a car."
Abie- "No, but I got a cigar lighter."
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ML Department
Catherine Hansis has finally got the price for a
haircut. H ere's hoping Victoria soon saves enough
for hers .
Girls, have you noticed the marks on Susie
Davy's arm? Who is the cave man?
Too bad we don't have showers every night so
Anna Geist can catch up on some sleep.
Things are getting serious for Nellie. She meets
someone morning, noon and night. Good luck,
Nellie.
Some class, too, the lace dress Ruth Fisher's
wearing since she started her bank account.

OF Department
R . Billner, Reporter

Congratulations are now in order for May
Jacobs who came to work Monday sporting a
diamond ring. Who is the lucky fellow, May?
We are all glad to hear that Pearl Van Stallen,
who has been home seriously ill for more than 8
weeks, is getting well again. She is now able to see
all visitors.
Ida Mcintosh has returned from home in Canada
where she has been for 6 weeks due to sickness. w~
are glad to see her back at her place again feeling
much recovered.

I G Department
Harold Swarthout, Reporter

The Specification and
started their 1929 series
June 8, at the lake.
M aier ac ted as chefs and

Planning Departments
of summer picnics on
John Bayer and Ed.
provided plenty of eats

and drinks .both at noon and at night. Fred
Schranck was not on th e committee this tim e because some one suggested, aft er lookin!Z at Fred's
hand, that he might know how the eats disappeared at th e last bowling party. The high spot
of the aft ernoon was th e ball game. AI Hoffman's
te ~m put the skids und er Loui e Bescher's outfit
and when Louie stopped slidi ng the score was 3219. Beginners use two hands when catching a
ball but B. Guerinot forgot it was a ball game and
caught a "beauty" with his left eye. Frank Grass
was accused of accepting bribes from the other
side, because he invariably lost th e ball in the sun
and allowed several runs to come in.
A quoit tournament was run off and C. Strassner
and F. Bittner are now taking on all comers.
The Drafting Room welcomes C. Curtis and J.
McLaughlin from Mechanics Institute who will
work here during the summer months.
This is not election time but Otto Trautmann
rightfully "points with pride" to his new private
office and the recent addition to the Drafting Room
which was made possible by the removal of the
Naval Inspection office to the other side of the floor.

XD Department
We are glad that Mae Vient has recovered from
her recent illness and is able to be with us again.
For expert advice on seeding and growing lawns
see George Hublard. George says he has the fin est
crop of pig weeds in Irondequoit.
"Nick" Chiaffery says there is nothing like a trip
on the bounding deep for one's health. Nick
voyaged to Cobourg one day last month .

A Bausch & Lomb photograph taken about 40 years ago. The gentlemen
are: top row: Mr. Scheck, George Flad, William Wishart, Ed. Hilgenreimer;
front tow: Jacob Denlinger, Mr. Scheller, George Hormel, Peter Duklow
George Zimmerman, Joseph Mcintyre.
'
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11-2 Department
Fred Billner, Reporter

Ethel Dixon surprised this department by returning
for the summer. She
worked here a year
ago and then left
for a physical culture
school in Boston,
where she remained
until returning to
us. Ethel is quite an
athlete, and if we
Fred Bittner.
can remember correctly, missing the boat was one of the ch ief
reasons why she did not atte nd the last Olympic
games in Holland. After spending the summer with
us, she will continue her education by joining a
camp.
If anyone thinks Kenneth Klingler is not a great
fly-catcher, ask any member of the crowd shown in
the picture.
AI Hoffman still insists he can pitch horse shoes.
We admit he can but we don't think he is up to his
last year's standard.
By the time this Re.ffector is distributed, the fish
prices should have increased. Near the middle of
June, Mr. Hart returned from anot her fishing expedition in Canada. Usually one of these trips puts
a serious strain on the supply.

By the way, have you noticed the big smiles on
everyone's faces as it draws nearer and nearer to
vacation time? Even though we can't find time to
do very important things, we do find time to
think about our vacations. If you should see
someone who is in a fog, you'll just know they are
thinking of their vaca tion.
Guess I told you what a talker Mr. Smith is,
didn't I? Well, he's still talking. He talks so
much, I bet he even talks in his sleep. He wanted
me to tell you that he challenges anyone-man,
woman, or child to out-tal k him. The winner is to
receive a very useful articl e, perhaps a plug or a
mouth organ, anything to stop him from talking.
Mr. Smith reminds me of a poem I once heardLife's too short to throw away,
Se he loves to talk and argue all day.
It's queer how men will always attrac t a girl.
There was a girl who was on business in an office
with windows facing the street. It seems tha t she
was so absorqed, in a man who was sitting across
the street in a little roadster, that she even forgot
where she was and what she was there for.
Canoeing is -beginning to be a very popular sport
with a certain girl in our department. Every Sunday you may see her and the "boy-friend," canoeing up the river. Be careful he doesn't make you
walk home, Marion.
Marion is a friend to you,
And to Hugh and to Hal,
But to Frank,
She's just a sweet 'Iii pal.

FS Department
Irene Rudig, Reportn

This is the gang from 11-2 that raised all the
commotion at Brady's Lakeside grounds, Saturday, ]une 8, I929.

EC and ED Departments
Ruth Greening, Reporter

We have a new man in our office. Mr. Womack,
who has been with us for several years, left for a
better position, and Mr. Edson (commonly known
as Rail Road Edson) form er manager of the Boston Office, has taken his place as head-of the bookkeepers. Good luck to you, Mr. Edson, and may
your stay with us be pleasant.

Hidden in back ot
the "luxurious crop"
is the erstwhil e smiling features of o ur
Chicago manager.
Numerous comments
have been suggested
by a member of this
department to accompany this cut but they
have been censored.
Only our desire to furnish our readers with
aesthetic and historical data prompts us
to use this picture.
However, we feel that
our suggestor is justified in a measure for
his vindictive commW. L. ]ane, Chicago Office
ents. It seems that
about the Holiday season a telegram was received
at the home of our vengeful one which read as

··::(II }l:·-
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follows: " Best wishes for a Merry Xmas Season
especially New Years." Jane.
Whether the initials, "W. T.," were deliberately
omitted to upset the domestic harmony of the
otherwise peaceful home or not seems to elect many
persistent attempts at revenge by the husband. As
indicated above, we have succeeded in eliminating
the caustic comments from thi s issue but we are
fearful of the results if another opportunity like
this is presented to the watchful one.
Editors' Note: Anyway, we do think Mr. Jane
was better looking when this picture was takenthe area herein covered has since become barren
and figured with gray tuft no where near so becoming!
We cannot help but wonder just what good a
driver's license is to anyone if they can't get the
motor started. Seems to us, that a course in driving
should be given by instructors of the same sex.
Miss Rife has learned to drive, very well, tutored
by a charming young "crimson top" but she either
forgot to learn how to start the motor- maybe he
forgot to show her. Anyway someone forgot . The
motor ve hicle inspector, however, suggested that a
post graduate course be taken, in which a little instruction in starting might be substituted for an
over supply of training in sparking.
Locks, generally speaking, are used to prevent
people from stealing. But in this ever-changing
age of progress we have discovered locks reversing
their purpose and function. Here is positive proof
- a well known lock, for purpose of identification
we will call Ralph Locke, has wilfully and unbeknown to us, her proper guardians, kidnapped and
is about to carry away our Miss D. Patrick. To us,
she has always been known as Pat- therefore, a
new type of lock is developed- Pat Lock. However, we better wish them well at this point before
we all get locked up. For so many locks are getting
us confused along with the heat for, you see, he
works at Keelocks. Yup, we've got 'em: Keelocks,
wedlocks, Patlocks, lockets and locklettes!
Recently, we added a Mr. Brooks to our department-naturally, with all this romance running
rampant we cannot help but associate the thoughts
of moonlight, romance and babbling brooks together. Mr. Brooks has been sitting near Miss
Patrick! Our casual observation which we would
like to bring to the attentiO':J of the one arranging
the seating in this department is, however, in view
of the adva nced stage Miss P atrick's romance has
reached , that she associate more closely with Miss
Cook, for by the same inference, we feel "Cooking"
will be more to the point in the near future than
brooks.

These week-end parties visiting the young lady in
the country are suspicious.
We have not discovered as yet who is giving
Winston Sprague the pretty finger waves. It is
very becoming; who is she, Winst?

ID Department
Florence Bildstein, Reporter

Murray J. Quigley, formerly of ID Department,
and Mrs. Quigley entertained a party of B & L
folks at a luncheon and dance, over the week end
of June r and 2.
Mr. Reuter being interested in aviation, the
party was afforded a splendid opportunity thoroughly to inspect a number of the various type of
planes constantly arriving and departing from the
Buffalo airport.
The picture shows some of the party sitting on
Mrs. Lindeman's overnight bag.

]ack ~uigley, Ralph Bittner on the bag, Helen
Meehan, Mrs. ~u igley, Mrs. Clark, Dorothy
Brown, Ruth Stickland, Mary ]ane ~uigley,
Murray ~uigley, Homer Sterling, Minna
Willer; behind them the hat is Ray Manning
then Mrs. Linderman and Mr. Linderman.

IE-1 Department
Glenn Speiss, Reporter

Just when we were getting well acquainted with
Helen H eind le, she left us in favor of the Tabulating Department. However, we were fortunate in
getting Cecelia Finzer to take her place. Heartiest
of welcomes, Cecelia, and we hope you will be
happy with us.
Our ga ng had their first picnic of the year in
Elli son Park, on June 8. Plenty of eats, lots of
fun and a wild ball game were all on the program.
For some reason the official umpires were unable to
do their duty. So we don't know what the score
should have been.
On June 12, Catherine Van Houten celebrated
her birthday. Oh yes, she is still young enough to
have them, but is a little shy about telling just
which birthday this is.
The Golf Bug has bitten Miss Schultz severely
and now we are hearing praises of that royal and
ancient game instead of Essex cars.

RL Department
C. Willig, Reporter

From all reports it won't be long before Ray
P arkhurst will be listed on the married men's side.
·=I[
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Roger Babson once said the greatest problem before the nation is the building of character and
citizenship in the youth of today-Sidney Shears , of the SG Department is doing his part to help solve
this problem . The picture shows Boy Scout Troop 27 of which Shears is Scoutmaster. His son, Herbert,
a member of the troop is an Eagle Scout, one of five of the Troop to have won the highest award of
scouting. Th e troop is one of the largest and most active in Rochester, largely due to the efforts of
Sidney Shears, its Scoutmaster.-Mr. Shears is also instructor and examiner for the Boy Scout
Merit Badge in Printing.

SG Department
Selma Bruc>icki, Reporter

The boys of the cylinder press room are planning
a fishing trip to Fair Haven, N. Y., during the
vacation period. We expect some very good fish
stories when
they
return.
Earl Pearce gave
the old Ford to his
children for a play
thing and is now
sporting a Buick.
After two or three
unsuccessful attempts
our
hero
Austin
Stephany is at it
again, trying to raise
a moustache. He had
a wonderful take off
this time, but we
noticed he ran short of
hair and was forced to
land again. The
Printing Department
wishes him the best Florian H. Jankowski, Jr. 14 months
of luck in his hirsute old son of Florian H. Jankowski of
SG Dep4rtmmt.
aspirations.

JS Department
Wm. Finki!l, Reporter

Carl Breitmaier who has been sojourning in JSI

Department for the past few months picking up
some ideas of Time Study has returned to hi s
former Department, TC. We woul d like to take
this opportunity to tell Carl th at we all enj oyed his
visit with us very much and wish him the very best
of luck in hi s new position.
There seems to be a decided tendency in JS- r Department for the higher class sports, in fact, Tildenism is quite the vogue among a certain section.
Although it requires quite a long wait sometimes,
the boys hit th e courts at South P ark quite consistently. Glen Lewis hits hom e-runs with great
regularity. Phil Hoyt has a mean back-hand. Fran
Hayes has all the form in the world, but it still
remains for Ernie Krech to come through with some
real, hone~t-to-goodness tennis.
Art Enn is is sporting a new Whippet Six. So far
he has made no claims for his new buggy, but before
long we expec t to hear stories of speed anywhere
from 40 t o So miles per hour, as he will probably
get his speed mixed up with his ratings on time
studies. Speaking of cars, F. L. Hockeborn sure
has a dandy. Your reporter had a very urgent
erra nd to do the other day, and borrowed Hock's
car to do it. When he had finally located the three
teeth left on the fly wheel, and got the starter
operating, the car decided to start. If Hock ever
loses one of those three teeth, he sure will be out of
luck. Hock says starting his car is very simple, but
anything is simple if you know how.
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Early Sunday morning a familiar scene is W. A.
Finkill and C. I. Barby tramping the vales of
Genesee Valley Park or Durand Eastman Park,
hunting a little round object.

RA Department

Ger-trude Rehbach, !rem: Botton and Eleanor· Sa wicka of
Department RA.

Wedding bells will soon be ringing for Eugenia
Schneider. We're wishing you and Albert lots of
luck, Genie-and all of it good.
We forgot to mention that Eleanor Sawicka has
a huge new ring. Lest she feel slighted, we will add
her name to our list of prospective brides.
Owasco Lake is a pretty place, but why go so far
when you can. have just as good a time at Sea
Breeze. Ask Orla Ferge.
The first outdoor get together of Departments
RA, RB, RC, RD, RF, RP and RN is to be at
Lichtenfel's farm on North Greece Road on Saturday, July I 3. Everyone will be there!

TE-TC-TA-IF Departments
Mrs . Hennessy , Reporter

We all wonder what the attraction is in Syracuse.
A certain Essex seems to travel there quite a bit of
late, and Sam Maltinsky is the driver. Maybe if
we ask Sam he will snap out of the trance he's in,
and tell us all about it. Why so many trips, Sam?
Can you imagine:
Bill Meyers with his hair not combed?
Ernie Breitmaier learning to dance?
Phil Neu driving an Auto?
John Matti! using a new file?
George Lorenz biting his finger nails?
N. Gebhard without a Ford?
A. Scheer saddling a pony?
Louie Bescher taking a fender off his Ford?
Is anybody familiar with that wild neighborhood
of Charlotte? If so perhaps you will recognize
Flash Matti!!. We understand that he is instructor
of aesthetic dancing. It is also understood that he
gives riding lessons down by the Merry-Go-Rounds.
Freddy Clinch and Sullivan pitched in together
and bought a pack of tobacco.

RG Department
Elmer Lucht, Reporter

The way Julius Fedrau and Leopold G!eick are
winning candy every week in the noon hour bridge
games their signals must be good.
Billy Stoehr has been missing several days from
his department. We discovered he was locked up.
Don't misunderstand, he was serving on a Jury.
Leopold Gleick is the proud father of a baby boy,
born May 28. Congratulations.
Mr. Pok was recently injured at his work. We
are very sorry and hope for a speedy recovery.
Alfred Milbredt is now reported as engaged. We
do not know who the young lady is, but hope to
find out soon, and wish them the best of good luck.

EF Department
Marion Hook, Reporter

In the spring a young man's fancy-and it seems
to have affected our Phyliss also. We can't help
wondering what the wild waves are saying when
she strolls along the beach with her latest conquest.
We are also wondering why Ruth Moehler is so
interested in houses this spring; is she keeping
something from us?
The "bobbed hair" fad is back again in our
office. Have you noticed all the "knots" that have
disappeared?
Most floral clubs have their flower show once a
year. Just step into our office any day. We are
having one all the time. We know that our amateur
gardeners would appreciate suggestions. Anyone
having a good worm exterminator please notify
Marion Hook at once.

E. H. Fetz, snapped 26 years ago in the first
B & L Drafting Room in Building 3/i on the
second jlo01·.
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OH Department

partment are attempting to revive the once
popular Poultry busiWm. Horning's friends
ness that thrived a few
and
factory
assoyears ago among many
ciates all join in extendof the B & L employing their heartfelt symees. It seems t hat a
pathies on the recent
transfer of blooded
death of his mother-instock was made by
l.tw, Mrs. Menzel, who
Seebach to Kirchmeier
died May 22 at the age
a few weeks ago, which
of 92 years.
led to the rumor. We
"WELCOME TO
would
advise
Ed
OUR COUNTR Y"
Rodenbeck and Tommy
These words were
heard quite frequently
Depmtment PD in I9I2 B. P. (Before Prohibition ) Ducot, the well known
the past few weeks, and with the crowd called from labor to refreshment. Did we chicken "fanciers" of
an investigati on disclo- hare a xood time.? Rather!
the plant, to look to
sed the fact that in the personnel of OH Departtheir laurels, as they are likely to have some strong
ment, are two brand new citizens, Wm. Keltes and
competiti on.
Ger trude Mac Dowell , both of whom have just
Spectacle Club
quali fied for citizenship . Congratulations, Gert
Members of the spectacle club held their first
and " Kelly" and may you always prosper and
outi ng of the season at Island Cottage, Saturday
be happy in your newly adopted land.
June I 7, I929. A very good chicken dinner followed
Many happy returns of the day, Agnes. Thought
by races and a ball game made an enjoyable afterwe had forgotten the big event, did you? Far be it
noon for all. The team captained by "Toddy"
from us to forget, and we are going to let all the
Yaekel defeated the team captained by Harry
rest of the world know about it, too. Al and Agnes
Montgomery, 32 to I7. The feature of the game
Kehl celebrated their wedding anniversary recently,
was the umpiring of Messrs. Flodin and Lofgreen.
but we will let them tell you just which one it was.
XE-XL Department
When Margaret La Croix, a newcomer in our
Milton C. Clare, Reporter
midst, was seen passing out the candy on Jun e I 5,
Can
it
be
possible
there are mice in XE Departwearing a smile that would make "Old Sol" blush,
ment? A certain young lady has been standing on
it was disclosed that she was celebrating anot her
her chair mornings.
birthday. Being a girl, of course, she was rather
The employees of XE Department extend their
secretive about the age. But this did not deter us
sympathy to C. La Brake in the recent death of his
from offering felicitations.
father.
XA Department
WANTED-A sneeze preventor. Windows canClarence Kasiske , Reporter
not be open near one of the fellows because it
A man is in love when he will let his supper go
makes him sneeze so the poor girls have to suffer·
hang and gaze in a certain young lady's eyes until
C. Thomas needs a pair of glasses . He took a
a quarter past six. Place- Lake Aven ue, corner of
rock for a carp the other night and broke his spear.
P helps. Time-A ny time. C haracters-Russel
says we may not tell because Tessie might get mad.
WANTED- One Ford Sedan . One t ha t sta rts
easily. My Frau and I have too much trouble getting our present one started. Apply E. Shaefer, XA.
Dorotl1y Rrown, Reporter

RMSA Department
R . P. Chadsey , Reporter

"Bill" Kapper of the Receiving Room met with
a painful accident last Decoration Day while
doing some work about his home. While engaged
in removing a stove a heavy sheet iron part fell off
and inflicted a severe injury to hi s left foot which
confined him to his home for about 10 days. Fortunately there were no serious results and he returned to work fully recovered.
It is rumored that Fred Seebach of the RMSC
Dept. and R ay Kirchmeier of th e Chemical De·:![

The pride of the St. Ours family. Louie of

A: E Department hopes that this youngster will
some day be America's premier jockey.
I
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THE BETTER JOB
By

EDGAR A. GUEST

If I were running a factory
I'd stick up a sign for all to see.
I'd print it large and I'd nail it high
On every wall that the men walked by,
And I'd have it carry this sentence clear:
"The Better Job that you want is here!"
It's the common trait of the human race
To pack up and roam from place to place;
Men have done it for ages and do it now,
Seeking to better themselves somehow;
They quit their posts and their tools they drop
For a better job in another shop.
It may be I'm wrong, but I hold to thisThat somewhere something must be amiss
When a man worth while must move away
For the better job with the better pay;
And something is false in our own renown
When men can think of a better town.
So if I were running a factory
I'd stick up this sign for all to see,
Which never an eye in the place could miss:
"There isn't a better town than this!
You nee~ not go wandering, far or nearThe Better Job that you want is here!"
Copyright by Edga r
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